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국 문 초 록

현대 사회에서 필수적인 전기를 원활하게 공급하기 위해 전력피크 예측에

대한 연구가 국내외에서 활발히 진행되고 있다. 그 결과 일별로 시간의 흐름에

따라 관측된 전력 피크값을 예측하기 위해 다중 선형회귀 모형, 퍼지 선형 회귀

등의 회귀분석 모형, 다층 신경망, ELM(Extreme Learning Machine) 등의 방

법을 활용한 기계학습 모형, 지수 평활법, ARIMA 모형 등의 시계열 방법들이

개발되었다. 하지만 회귀분석의 경우 시계열 자료의 자기 상관성을 고려하지

못해 예측력이 떨어지고, 기계학습 모형의 경우 예측력은 높지만 결과해석이

어려운 단점이 있다.

본 연구에서는 기존 예측 모형에서는 고려하지 않은 불쾌지수와 체감온도를

설명변수로 활용한 전이함수와 계절 및 샌드위치 데이 효과를 개입변수로 활

용한 ARIMA 모형을 이용한 예측 모형을 개발하였다. 기존 연구에 비해 일상

생활에서 사용하는 지표인 불쾌지수와 체감온도를 활용하여 결과에 대한 해석

이 쉽고, 예측 오차가 낮은 모형을 개발하였다. 제안한 모형을 통해 정확한 전력

피크예측으로전력발전의효율성을높이고,원활한전력공급에기여할것으로

기대한다.

주요어 : 전이함수 모형, 개입분석, ARIMA, 일일 전력 피크 예측, 불쾌지수,

체감온도

학번 : 2013-22442
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In modern society, electricity is indispensable to manage everyday life and

industry. Every country makes an effort to supply electricity without power

shortages. Electricity cannot be stored in large amounts so it is really impor-

tant to forecast the electrical load precisely and to produce proper electricity.

Many research studies have been done to forecast electrical load from short-

term load forecasting to analysis of power consumption pattern.

In this paper, we focused on forecasting the daily electrical load. While many

models to forecast the electrical load have been proposed from foreign research

studies, each country has to have different forecasting model because of power

consumption pattern differences caused by holidays, climate and industrial

structure.

In domestic researches, related models can be largely classified into regression

models(Multiple linear regression, Smoothing method), Fuzzy regression and

the machine learning method(Multilayer perceptron, Extreme learning ma-

chine). Machine learning methods are prefered for forecasting daily electrical

load because these models have more accurate prediction power than regression
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models. However, these models cannot interpret their predictive value because

of complex learning structure and have to undergo trial and error to design

the initial structure. There is another approach using temperature sensitivity

to interpret more easily and have better performance during the summer but

it cannot be fitted in other seasons.

In this paper, we introduced transfer function model and intervention analysis

using Discomfort index, Sensory temperature as input time series and seasonal

effect and the weekday between two holidays(sandwich day) effect as interven-

tion for easy interpretation and accurate forecasting for the daily electrical

load. We shall compare predictive error to those from related researches to

varify validity.
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Chapter 2

Models

Daily electrical peak data is a time series data which is accumulated by the

passage of time. Time series is affected by time, as time lag decreases, relation-

ship of data points increases. For example, today’s peak is more closely related

yesterday’s peak than one before a week. Therefore analysis of electricity de-

mand is based on time series analysis.

2.1 Related research

In preceding research, multiple linear regression model proposed by Han

et al(2010) is a traditional approach for modeling the relationship between

the dependent variable and explanatory variables. It is easy to interpret the

predict value and relationship between variables, but it doesn’t consider error

autucorrelation.

Fuzzy regression proposed by Song(2007) is useful when there is vagueness

in relationship between input and output variables or inaccuracy and distor-
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tion introduced by linearization. However, it is difficult to define membership

function and to interpret fuzzy regression interval.

Exponential smoothing model proposed by Kwon et al(2010) is a forecast-

ing method from time series data. This model gives recent observations more

weight than former observations. It is easy to figure out the result and to adapt

to data change. But selection of smoothing constant is random and it cannot

consider external change from other variables.

Neural network models such as Multilayer perceptron(Shin et al(2013)), Ex-

trem learning machine(Ji et al(2013)) and Neuro-Fuzzy model(Park et al(2004))

are used to estimate nonlinear functions that can depend on a large numbers

of data. This approach is useful to forecast accurately but cannot interpret

result.

ARIMA(AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average) model is presented as

φ(B)(1−B)dZt = θ(B)εt (2.1)

where B is a backshift operator which means BkZt = Zt−k, and φ(B) =

1−φ1B− · · ·−φpB
p, θ(B) = 1− θ1B− · · ·− θqBq. It is very useful for short-

term forecasting and showing the dynamics of time series. In ARIMA model,

present observation is represented by linear combination of past observations.

However, it is difficult to interpret model as MA and AR orders rise and

cannot be accounted for other variables because it is consisted of linear combi-

nation of error and past observations. To complement these weakness, Seasonal

ARIMA, Reg-ARIMA and Transfer function model were proposed.

Seasonal ARIMA model is presented by

φ(B)Φ(Bs)(1−B)d(1−Bs)DZt = θ(B)Θ(Bs)εt (2.2)

where Φ(Bs) = 1−Φ1B
s−Φ2B

2s−· · ·−ΦPPs, Θ(Bs) = 1−Θ1B
s−Θ2B

2s−
· · · − ΘQB

Qs. It is proper to cyclic data but if its order is high, it is hard to
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make an interpretation because of complicated AR and MA terms.

Reg-ARIMA model is defined as

Zt =
r∑

j=1

βjxjt +
θq(B)

φp(B)
εt (2.3)

It can be considered as a special type of regression model which includes a cor-

rection for autocorrelated errors and consider analysis by independent variables

compared with ARIMA model. But this model cannot express relationship be-

tween output and input series with time lag.

In this paper, to make up for the weak points, we used transfer function

model including weather variables(discomfort index and sensory temperature)

and intervention analysis to acquire high prediction power.

2.2 Transfer function model

Transfer function model which is a special case of ARIMA model and pro-

posed by Box and Jenkins(2008) is a model describing the relationship be-

tween an output variable Y and input variables Xi. For example, autoregres-

sive error model is also transfer function model which describes output variable

as a combination of input variables. It is used for unidirectional relationship

which means that input variables influence on output variables, but the reverse

doesn’t. Transfer function model is represented by

Yt =
∑
t

vt(B)Xi,t + nt (2.4)

where Xi,t means ith input series, vt(B) =
∞∑

j=−∞

vi,jB
j means ith transfer func-

tion, vj means each impulse response weight. nt is noise process, can be pre-

sented as nt =
θ(B)

φ(B)
εt where nt =

θ(B)

φ(B)
is linear filter, ψ.
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In transfer function model, we assume that input series and noise are in-

dependent and satisfy each ARMA model. we also assume that input, out-

put variables and noise satisfy stationary condition. It also follows similar

process(model identification, parameter estimation, model diagnosis, and fore-

casting) to other time series models.

Model identification Eq. 2.4 can be expressed fraction form(Eq. 2.5) to

fit.

Yt =
∑
t

ws(B)

δr(B)
BjXi,t + nt (2.5)

where ws(B) = w0−w1B−· · ·−wsB
s, δr(B) = 1−δ1B−· · ·−δrBr, j is delay

parameter which means how delay effects by input series shock is reflected on

output variable.

At first, to find transfer function model, input and output series have to be

stationary. If not, these series may need log transformation or differencing to

be stationary. Stability and causality are also important properties of trans-

fer function model . Stability condition means that if input series are limited,

output series are also limited. It is the extended condition of stationarity con-

dition in ARIMA model, that is, all roots of δr(B) in Eq. 2.5 are out of unit

root. Causality condition means that the present value of output series isn’t

influenced by future values of input series, that is, if impulse response weight

vj = 0 when j < 0 in Eq. 2.4, Yt can be represented by Yt =
∑∞

j=0 vjXt−j +nt.

It also means that output series can be observable because it is influenced by

present and past values of input series.

With these conditions, transfer function can be found considering cross corre-

lation function(CCF). If cross correlation function is not significant, there is no

relationship between input and output series so input series don’t need to be
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included in the model. It is difficult to find cross correlation function when in-

put series have auto-correlation because CCF is depended on input series Auto

Correlation Function(ACF). To solve this problem, prewhitening method was

proposed. When input series follow some stochastic process, we can carry out

ARIMA method to make error white noise. Then we apply this same transfor-

mation to output series to find CCF easily. After finding CCF, original input

and output series are used in transfer function because prewhitening method

just tests the significance of impulse response function accurately using CCF.

After finding transfer function, error is presented by

n̂t = Yt − v̂(B)Xt

Then fitting error in ARMA(p,q), we can obtain temporary transfer function

model.

Yt =
ws(B)

δr(B)
Xt−j +

θ(B)

φ(B)
εt (2.6)

Model estimation To estimate δ = (δ1, · · · , δr)′, w = (w1, · · · , ws)
′,

φ = (φ1, · · · , φp)
′, θ = (θ1, · · · , θq)′ in Eq. 2.6, multiply δr(B) and φ(B) to

remove denominator. Then Eq. 2.6 can be presented by

δr(B)φ(B)Yt = φ(B)ws(B)Xt−j + δr(B)θr(B)εt (2.7)

Each terms express another form,

c(B) = δr(B)φ(B) = (1− c1B − c2B2 − · · · − cp+rB
p+r)

d(B) = φ(B)ws(B) = (d0 − d1B − d2B2 − · · · − dp+sB
p+s)

e(B) = δr(B)θ(B) = (1− e1B − e2B2 − · · · = et+qB
t+q)

then Eq 2.7 can be presented by

c(B)Yt = d(B)Xt−j + e(B)εt
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Describe εt as combination of input and output series, then Eq. 2.7 can be

represented by

εt = Yt − c1Yt−1 − · · · − cp+rYt−p−r − d0Xt−j + d1Xt−j−1 + · · ·+ dp+sXt−j−p−s

+e1εt−1 + · · ·+ er+qεt−r−q (2.8)

We can find Least Squares Estimator which makes sum of squares

S(δ, w, φ, θ|j) =
n∑

t=t0

ε2t

minimum because εt in Eq. 2.8 follows N(0, σ2
ε) process.

Model diagnosis Fitted transfer function model validity has to be diag-

nosed through residual analysis such as portmanteau test.

If the temporary model is not adequate, there are two cases : (i) Transfer

function is not adequate; (ii) Transfer function is adequate but error model is

not. In first case, we have to find the transfer function and error model but in

the second case, we have to revise just the error model. Therefore if we find

the model defect, it is better to check transfer function first.

Forecasting Transfer function model forecasting uses Minimum Mean

Square Error(MMSE) value. Define each term in Eq. 2.6 as

u(B) =
ws(B)

δr(B)
= u0 + u1B + u2B

2 + · · ·

ψ(B) =
θ(B)

φ(B)
= 1 + ψ1B + ψ2B

2 + · · ·

then Eq. 2.6 can be represented by

Yt = u(B)Xt + ψ(B)εt
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Ŷt(l)(forecasting value after l time lag at time t) which is conditional expecta-

tion of Yt+l is described as

Ŷt(l) =
∞∑
j=l

ujXt+l−j +
∞∑
j=l

ψjεt+l−j

2.3 Intervention analysis

Using time series data influenced by event such as war, strike, disaster, etc,

we have to consider these events in analysis. This analysis is called ‘Interven-

tion analysis’ which raises analysis reliability.

Intervention can be formed as indicator function or step function depending

on effect duration. At first, if event occurs at time T and effects from event

influence only tiem point T , then we can describe intervention as indicator

function.

-Indicator function : I
(T )
t =

{ 0 t 6= T

1, t = T

In case such as situation change and legislation pass which influence con-

stantly, we can represent intervention as step function.

-Step function : S
(T )
t =

{ 0, t < T

1, t ≥ T

Considering duration period and time point of effect influence, these forms can

be represented generally as

w(B)

δ(B)
BbXt (2.9)

where w(B) = w0−w1B−· · ·−wsB
s, δ(B) = 1−δ1B−· · ·−δrBr. That is, wj

is initial expectation effect from intervention, δj is immortal effect, b is delay

time lag between event occurrence and effect influence.

Intervention effects can be mostly represented as these forms.
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• Case 1 : Effect of intervention influence after time lag b, magnitude of

effect is fixed at w

wBbI
(T )
t or wBbS

(T )
t

• Case 2 : Effect of intervention influence after time lag b, magnitude of

effect decreases

w

1− δB
BbI

(T )
t or

w

1− δB
BbS

(T )
t

• Case 3 : Effect of intervention influence after time lag b, magnitude of

effect increases linearly.

w

1−B
BbI

(T )
t or

w

1−B
BbS

(T )
t

• Case 4 : Magnitude of effect decreases and converges at different level

from before intervention

w0 +
[ w1B

1− δB
+

w2B

1−B
]
I
(T )
t
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Chapter 3

Real data analysis

3.1 Data description

Figure 3.1: Daily Electrical peak from 2000 to 2014

In this paper, we used daily electricity peak data and weather information

such as maximum temperature, minimum temperature, wind speed in Korea

from 01.01.2010 to 05.27.2014(the day of data acquisition).
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Daily electrical peak gradually increases as industry and importance of

energy-guzzling industry grow. Generalization of living in nuclear family units

and electronic appliances supplying growth contribute to electrical peak in-

creasing.

After 2010, electrical peak series volatility between seasons was higher than

previous years because cooling and heating loads increased due to severe weather

phenomena such as heat wave and cold wave. By Korean National Statistical

Office report, average of electrical peak growth rate decreased from 6% to 2%

before and after 2010. It is shown in Figure 3.1, there is a stable trend as

increasing trend of electricity peak lowered after 2009. In this paper, we used

electrical peak data from 2010 to 2013 to find the model and data after 2013

to test model performance.

In Figure 3.2, the electrical peak kept dropping as temperature increases

Figure 3.2: Daily electrical peak from January to March in 2014

during spring and there was a peak pattern difference between normal week-

days and holidays including weekends. Especially, electrical peaks during the

Lunar new year holidays in February were especially low.
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Using different models for weekdays and holidays can have better perfor-

mance than using one model for all days but it may break time series con-

tinuity. There is common to use only weekday data in stock data analysis.

Although this method doesn’t satisfy time continuity, it uses ‘weekends effect’

which is an economics terminology to explain the decline tendency of stock on

monday because of accidents during weekends, Kim et al(2005). Korea Power

Exchange where research workers forecast electrical peak also uses different

model for weekdays and holidays. Likewise we disused electrical peak data in

holidays and weekends but used weather data in holidays and weekends to

minimize information loss.

Data we used in analysis is shown in Figure 3.3. There is a stable trend.

Figure 3.3: Daily weekdays electrical peak from 2010 to 2014

Electrical peaks in summer and winter are higher than one in spring and au-

tumn. In the Sixth Basic Plan for Electricity Supply and Demand by the Korea

Ministry of Knowledge Economy (2013), cooling and heating loads, that is gen-

eral, housing loads are higher in summer and winter than spring and autumn

although other loads aren’t depended on season. From this, we can guess that
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electrical peak is influenced by weather. Then, electrical peak is low in the

weekday is between two holidays(sandwich day) and change rapidly by drastic

temperature change.

From these features, we used discomfort index, sensory temperature which

can consider simultaneously temperature, humidity and wind speed as input

series and sandwich day effect, summer and winter effect as intervention.

3.2 Model fitting

Variable explanation In this paper, we defined variables as

Pt : Daily electrical peak (unit : MW)

Ct : Sensory temperature

Dt : Discomfort index

Is : summer effect

Iw : winter effect

Ih : sandwich day effect

We made dummy variables to explain summer, winter and sandwich day ef-

fect. We separated the season by criteria used in the National Weather Ser-

vice(NWS). By this criteria, spring usually starts middle of March, summer

Spring First day which average temperature during 9days rises up 5℃and doesn’t drop

Summer First day which average temperature during 9days rises up 20℃and doesn’t drop

Autumn First day which average temperature during 9days drops below 20℃and doesn’t rise

Winter First day which average temperature during 9days drops below 5℃and doesn’t rise

does late May, autumn does late September, and winter does early December

but there is 5∼10 days difference between years. We also calculate discomfort

index and sensory temperature using NWS’s formula.
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Discomfort index = 1.8× Td − 0.55× (1− Tw)× (1.8× Td − 26) + 32

Sensory temperature = 13.12+0.6215×T−11.37× W 0.16+0.3965×T×W 0.16

where Td is dry bulb temperature, Tw is wet bulb temperature, T is tempera-

ture and W is wind speed.

Figure 3.4: Cross correlation function

Model identification At first, we differenced electrical peak, sensory

temperature and discomfort index to be stationary. Checking cross correla-

tion function(CCF) between sensory termperature and electrical peak to find

transfer function(Figure 3.4), there is only nonzero value in first order so we

adjusted impulse response function whose form is wi,0 +wi,1B. Likewise there

is no nonzero value in CCF between other variables and electrical peak so we

adjusted impulse response function as wIt .

We cannot use sensory temperature and discomfort index in one model be-

15



cause there is strong correlation between variables which are based on temer-

ature and these indexes are used in particular season, for example, sensory

temperature is used in only winter and spring. Therefore we made each model

using discomfort index or sensory temperature as input series and used dis-

comfort index model in summer and autumn, sensory temperature model in

winter and spring.

At first using data from 2010 to 2013, we found transfer function model in-

cluding sensory temperature as input series and summer, winter and sandwich

effects as intervention.

Pt = (w1,0 + w1,1B)Ct + w2,0Is + w3,0Iw + w4,0Ih + nt

But there is error autocorrelation so we fitted ARMA(1,1) model for error.

Pt = (w1,0 + w1,1B)Ct + w2,0Is + w3,0Iw + w4,0Ih +
1− θ1B

(1−B)(1− φB)
εt

After finding parameter and carrying out portmanteau test to check error au-

tocorrelation, we found final model(subscript is p-value for parameter)

Pt = (−73.3
(<.0001)

−75.5B
(<.0001)

)Ct + 1420.7Is
(0.0015)

+ 1408.7Iw
(0.0033)

−1087.6Ih
(0.0076)

+

1− 0.59B
(<.0001)

(1−B)(1− 0.39B
(0.0003)

)
εt

This equation means that daily electrical peak decrease 75MW approximately

if yesterday’s sensory temperature rose by one degree. Likewise electrical peak

decrease 78MW approximately if today’s sensory temperature rised one de-

gree. If forecasting day is in summer or winter, electrical peak would increase

1420MW or 1408MW in each case. Then if forecasting day is sandwich day,

electrical peak would decrease 1087MW. That is, electrical peak is influenced

by sensory temperature in today and yesterday, seasonal effect and sandwich
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day effect. Building discomfort index model in the same way using data from

2010 to 2013, we can obtain below model.

Pt = (−60.6
(<.0001)

−32.5B
(0.0189)

)Ct + 1386.9Is
(0.0020)

+ 1444.6Iw
(0.0029)

−1077.9Ih
(0.0084)

+

1− 0.62B
(<.0001)

(1−B)(1− 0.42B
(<.0001)

)
εt

3.3 Forecast result

We forecasted electrical peak from January to May in 2014 by fitting model

using data before predicting day and forecasting electrical peak at predicting

day repeatedly. Mean Absolute Percentage Error(MAPE) is used for forecast-

ing error.

MAPE =
1

N

N∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣Actual valuevalue− ForecastActual value

∣∣∣∣
We used forecasting value from transfer function model including discomfort

index in summer and autumn, one from model including sensory temperature

in spring and winter.

We obtained fine result that MAPE of proposed model is 1.24 and standard

deviation is 1.25. Outliers whose error rate is over 2.5% are shown in Table

3.1. Analysing outliers, forecasting power of proposed model is weak in case of

day of changing season and day after holiday season such as Lunar New Year’s

Day because of great difference of temperature and information loss during

holidays. However, error rate of these outliers isn’t big and most of them are

overestimations so there is no problem supplying electricity using these results.
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Figure 3.5: Forecast result using transfer function model

Comparing the proposed model with ELM Extreme Learning Ma-

chine(ELM) model is faster to learn and remodel than multilayer perceptron

because it doesn’t repeat learning. However, it has also weakness that it cannot

interpret result because of nonlinear equation system.

Comparing with ELM in same period(2006∼2010), proposed model has better

result with easy interpretation.

Proposed model ELM MLP

MAPE 1.67 2.62 2.81
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Date Actual value Forecast Error rate Note

1 1.09(Mon) 75553 73597 2.58

2 1.28(Tue) 71540 73452 2.67

3 2.03(Mon) 68654 72085 4.99 Afterdays of Lunar Holydays

4 2.04(Tue) 75438 71467 5.26

5 2.05(Wed) 77331 75081 2.90

6 2.27(Mon) 67348 69272 2.85

7 3.14(Fri) 69877 71913 2.91 Change of seasons

8 3.17(Mon) 65814 69379 5.41 Change of seasons

9 3.24(Mon) 64563 67998 5.32

10 3.28(Fri) 62388 64281 3.03

11 5.02(Fri) 58483 61440 5.05 Afterdays of Labor day

12 5.08(Thur) 61801 59648 3.48 Afterdays of long holidays

13 5.27(Tue) 64452 62734 2.66

Table 3.1: Outliers from 01.01.2014 to 05.27.2014

Comparing the proposed model with temperature sensitivity model

Electricity demands in Korea during summer and winter are higher than

other seasons because of cooling and heating loads. Temperature sensitivity

model, Kong et al(2003) consider temperature influence during summer.

Comparing with this model during summer(July and August) in 2013, pro-

posed model has better result and can be fitted in all seasons.

Proposed model Temperature sensitivity model

MAPE 1.44 2.42

Comparing the proposed model with smoothing method Short-

Term Load Forecast Considering Anomalous Weather Conditions and Social
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Events, Korea ministry of Industry and Trade(2005) is composed of temper-

ature sensitivity model, smoothing method, fuzzy linear regression and etc in

each case. In normal weekdays, this model uses smoothing method.

Comparing with this model in same period(normal days in 2004), proposed

model has better result and can interpret with input series and intervention.

Proposed model Smoothing method

MAPE 1.29 1.76

Comparing proposed model with Reg-ARIMA Double seasonal Reg-

ARIMA is presented by

φp(B)Φp1(B
s1)Πp2(B

p2)(1−B)d(1−Bs1)D1(1−Bs2)D2(yt −
r∑

j=1

βjxjt)

= θq(B)ΘQ1(B
s1)ΨQ2(B

s2)εt

This model can be fitted in all days. At first, errors with autocorrelation which

is made from regression model including explanatory variable that is temper-

ature difference between average temperature in year are fitted in double sea-

sonal ARIMA model.

Reg-ARIMA(3, 0, 2)(0, 0, 1)7(0, 0, 1)364 model is appropriate for electrical peak

data. It had fine performance but it is not easy to interpret result because of

high order of double seasonal terms and also has lower forecasting power in hol-

idays not weekends. Comparing with this model in same period(normal days

in 2014), proposed model has better result and can interpret easily.

Proposed model Reg-ARIMA

MAPE 1.24 1.70
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Figure 3.6: Comparing with Reg-ARIMA
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and further

discussion

Electrical load forecasting which is important for saving power cost and

supplying electricity has to be carried out by the time series approach because

data is collected along time. In this paper, transfer function model including

discomfort index and sensory temperature which are used in everyday life as

input series and summer, winter, sandwich day effects as intervention was

proposed to interpret easily and obtain high forecasting power.

We obtained competent forecast results from January to May in 2014 that

MAPE of proposed model was 1% approximately that is enough in terms of

commercialization. To verify validity, we compared forecasting power of related

research studies such as the ELM model, smoothing method, Reg-ARIMA,

etc during each of forecasting period in each researches. The proposed model

showed better results than other methods in terms of MAPE and standard

deviation.

However, proposed model is fitted for normal weekdays and has weakness in
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case of drastic difference of temperature and afterdays of long holidays. We will

complement these weakness to find a better electrical load forecasting model.
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Abstract
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Many forecast models such as regression, exponential smoothing method,

fuzzy regression, multilayer perception and extreme learning machine have

been proposed to forecast daily electrical load. But some of the models do not

incorporate the autocorrelation structure and they are not easy to interpret the

forecast results. In this paper, we introduced transfer function and intervention

model using discomfort index, sensory temperature index as input time series

and seasonal effect, sandwich day(the day is between two holidays) effect as

intervention. This model allows us to interpret predictive value and to forecast

more accurately. This model might be quite useful to save power cost and to

supply electricity smoothly

Keywords : Transfer function model, Intervention analysis, Discomfort in-

dex, Sensory temperature
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